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Abstra t
Porting large parallel appli ations to new and various distributed omputing platforms is a hallenging task from a software engineering perspe tive. The primary
aim of this paper is to demonstrate how the development time to port very large
appli ations to the Computational Grid an be signi antly redu ed. TOP-C and
AMPIC are software pa kages that have ea h seen su essful appli ations in their
respe tive domains of parallel omputing and pro ess reation/ ommuni ation over
the Computational Grid. We ombined the two pa kages in one man-week, thereby
leveraging several man-years of previous independent software development. As a
real world test ase, the 1,000,000 line Geant4 sequential appli ation was then deployed over the Computational Grid in three man-weeks by using TOP-C/AMPIC.
The luster parallelization of Geant4 using TOP-C is now in luded as part of the
Geant4 4.1 distribution, and the integration of TOP-C/Ampi and the Globus proto ols will additionally enable the use of the fundamental Grid middleware servi es
in the future.
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Introdu tion

The problem of porting large parallel appli ations to new distributed omputing platforms poses many software engineering hallenges. The ommon
approa h is to de ne generi programming models that an a ommodate
ranges of appli ations. Ea h programming model must be enabled on the
target platform thanks to the spe i ation of an Appli ation Programming
Interfa e (API) and the implementation of that API with available software
te hnology. An example is the Message Passing Interfa e (MPI) [27℄, whi h
provides a generi message passing programming model for distributed memory platforms. MPI omes with an extensive API and has been implemented
on many platforms [28℄.
Even though the message-passing model is fundamental for many s ienti
appli ations, it is possible to provide higher levels of abstra tion in order to
des ribe the overall stru ture of lasses of appli ations of distributed omputing platforms. The advantage is that higher abstra tions are more dire tly
usable by a s ientist as they hide underlying me hanisms on the omputing platforms (su h as messages). A popular abstra tion is the master-worker
paradigm whi h is appli able when a problem an be divided into a number
of smaller independent work units that a master pro ess distributes to many
worker pro esses. Master-worker omputing has been su essfully applied to
many appli ation domains (e.g. see [6,25,31℄) and has been the obje t of a
number of resear h endeavors (see [29℄ for a omprehensive survey).
The TOP-C proje t [11℄ provides a simple master-worker model for appli ations implemented in Single Program, Multiple Data (SPMD) fashion. Like
MPI, it provides an API that an be used to write appli ations. Sin e the
master-worker model is more abstra t than a pure message passing model,
TOP-C's API is simpler and provides fewer but ri her primitives [7,8,11℄. The
power of the TOP-C abstra tions was demonstrated in [3,10,12,13,32℄.
Among today's available distributed omputing platforms, the Computational
Grid [16,19℄ has gained tremendous popularity. It aggregates large amounts
of ompute and storage resour es over a wide area by means of in reasingly
high performan e network te hnology. Therefore, it promises to a hieve unpre edented levels of performan e for many s ienti appli ations. In order to
enable Grid omputing, it has been re ognized that a number of basi middleware servi es must be provided for issues su h as authenti ation/se urity,
information, resour e a ess, data management, et . A pre ise set of su h servi es has been identi ed and orresponding software was developed as part of
the Globus proje t [20℄. Those servi es are being generalized in the ontext of
the Global Grid Forum [23℄.
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Given those te hnologi al advan es, it is ne essary that adequate programming models be provided for developers to target appli ations to the Computational Grid. In that ontext, the master-worker model provided by TOP-C
is parti ularly relevant, sin e one of its design goals is high laten y toleran e.
The TOP-C model also provides a natural load balan ing. In order to enable
TOP-C to make use of the emerging Computational Grid infrastru ture, it
is ne essary to re-engineer its implementation so that it an use Grid servi es. Rather that implementing TOP-C dire tly on top of Globus servi es,
we advo ate the use of an intermediate software layer: AMPIC.
AMPIC [4℄ provides a layer of abstra tion on top of fundamental Grid servi es to implement the on epts of remote pro ess reation and inter-pro ess
ommuni ation. In addition, AMPIC also provides those same abstra tions
for traditional parallel omputing te hnology, su h as MPI [27℄ or PVM [22℄,
shared memory ar hite tures, as well as basi me hanisms su h as Se ure
Shell and so kets. Like TOP-C, AMPIC's fo us is on simpli ity and ease of
use. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that the integration of TOP-C
and AMPIC makes it possible to port master-worker appli ations to the Computational Grid in a way that: (i) requires minimal software engineering e ort;
and (ii) exploits existing Grid te hnology su h as Globus servi es.
In order to demonstrate our approa h in the real world, we take as a ase
study the Geant4 parti le physi s appli ation [1,21℄. Geant4 is a 1,000,000 line
library produ ed by a team of over 100 developers from around the world and
oordinated by a ore development team at CERN. This test ase is realisti
sin e Geant4 was originally on eived purely as a sequential appli ation, with
no thought for parallelization.
This work is related to numerous work targeting master-worker appli ations.
Among re ent su h e orts in the ontext of the Computational Grid are the
AMWAT proje t [5℄, and the MW proje t realized as part of Condor [24,26℄.
Those proje ts have address s heduling and resour e management issues that
are dire tly appli able to the TOP-C framework and that we will examine
in the next phase of this work. In terms of providing a framework for enabling master-worker appli ations, this work makes the following ontributions. TOP-C provides a ri her abstra tion that ontains notions of shared
data, non-trivial parallelism, high laten y toleran e, and appli ation robustness and resilien e (see [11℄). This work demonstrate how the integration of
TOP-C with AMPIC makes the TOP-C model dire tly appli able to Grid
omputing on existing resour es running a variety of software servi es. Even
though the MW proje t [24,26℄ was originally Condor- entri , it also partially
aims at supporting a variety of underlying me hanisms (e.g. Globus). We
laim the we have a hieved that goal thanks to the use of AMPIC (see Se tion 4) with only minimal software engineering e orts. From that standpoint,
aspe ts of this work would be eminently appli able to the MW proje t. We
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plan to investigate possible integrations and ollaborations with the Condor
MW proje t.
This paper is organized as follows. In Se tions 2 and 3 we present the TOP-C
and AMPIC models and software implementations. In Se tion 4 we des ribe
our software integration e ort in the ontext of the GEANT appli ation. Se tion 5 ontains preliminary experimental results and Se tion 6 on ludes the
papers and highlights future dire tions.

2

The TOP-C model

TOP-C is free, open sour e software [30℄. It is designed with the goals of





following a simple, easy-to-use, general programmer's model,
supporting easy parallelization of existing sequential ode, and
having high laten y toleran e.

The TOP-C (Task Oriented Parallel C/C++) model was developed almost ten
years ago. It has been ported to LISP [7℄, to C and C++ [8℄ and to GAP [9℄.
It provides a uniform interfa e whi h an exe ute both in a distributed and
shared memory model [11℄, and now over the Grid. Sour e ode for a TOP-C
appli ation an be ompiled and linked with the appropriate TOP-C library
to run on a shared memory ma hine using POSIX threads, or to run on a
luster using either MPI or TCP/IP so kets.
TOP-C also provides a sequential version of the library. Typi ally, a TOP-C
appli ation is developed rst as a sequential appli ation. The traditional sequential debugging tools (symboli debugger, et .) are used to ensure that the
appli ation is running orre tly. Then the appli ation is re-linked with one of
the TOP-C parallel libraries.
The TOP-C model is based on a star topology (master/worker ar hite ture).
A TOP-C appli ation is SPMD (Single Program, Multiple Data). Hen e, the
same appli ation is run on master and worker pro esses. Ea h pro ess operates
independently until a all to TOPC master slave(). Entry into
TOPC master slave() serves as a point of syn hronization. When all proesses have rea hed this routine, the thread of ontrol is passed to TOP-C,
and TOP-C invokes appli ation-de ned allba k routines as needed.
The TOP-C programmer's model is based on three on epts: the task, the
shared data, and the a tion (See Figures 1, 2, and 3).
A TOP-C appli ation depends on four appli ation-de ned allba k fun tions:
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Fig. 1. TOP-C Con ept #1: The task abstra tion
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CheckTaskResult
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Fig. 2. TOP-C Con ept #2: The shared data abstra tion

(1) TOPC BUF GenerateTaskInput();
(2) TOPC BUF DoTask(void *taskInput);
(3) TOPC ACTION Che kTaskResult(void *taskInput, void *taskOutput);
and
(4) void UpdateSharedData(void *taskInput, void *taskOutput).
Pointers to these four allba k fun tions are passed as arguments to
TOPC master slave(). When TOPC master slave() exe utes, TOP-C re eives
the thread of ontrol. GenerateTaskInput() is then invoked from the master
pro ess. Its output is a bu er, taskInput. DoTask() is invoked from a worker
pro ess. Its output is a bu er, taskOutput. TOP-C does not do any marshaling of the task input and output bu ers. Marshalling is left to be implemented
in one or more independent library, some of whi h may be appli ation-spe i .
In our appli ation, Che kTaskResult() always returns NO ACTION. In general,
non-trivial parallelism is implemented through other possible a tions, in luding UPDATE (invoke UpdateSharedData() on all pro esses) and REDO (invoke
DoTask() again with the original taskInput on the original worker pro ess,
but using the most re ent version of the shared data). Provision is made for
more eÆ ient exe ution of REDO, sin e the worker pro ess an an store intermediate results from the previous DoTask() omputation and re-use those
results in the se ond omputation. For a more detailed des ription, see the
TOP-C home page. [30℄
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Fig. 3. TOP-C Con ept #3: The a tion abstra tion
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The AMPIC middleware

The AppLeS Multi-Proto ol Interpro ess Communi ation (AMPIC) [4℄ pa kage addresses the two following fundamental issues:
(1) inter-pro ess ommuni ation,
(2) remote pro ess management.
Many software proje ts have addressed those issues for the deployment of
distributed omputing appli ations. The goal of AMPIC is not to provide yet
another set of me hanisms, but rather to provide a ommon and easy-to-use
interfa e to existing me hanisms.
AMPIC was originally developed as part of the AppLeS Master-Worker Appli ation Template (AMWAT) proje t [5,29℄ whi h is related to TOP-C in
the following way. Like TOP-C, AMWAT targets master-worker appli ations.
However, AMWAT's fo us in on s heduling whereas TOP-C's fo us is on providing a exible and powerful programming model (see Se tion 2). In fa t, the
s heduling te hniques developed as part of AMWAT would be eminently appliable as part of the TOP-C software (see Se tion 6). Very early, the AMWAT
developers re ognized that the ommuni ation and pro ess management omponent of the software ould be abstra ted as a ompletely separate pa kage,
whi h be ame AMPIC.
AMPIC onsists of 4,000 lines of C and is urrently freely available at [4℄.
AMPIC provides fundamental fun tions are part of its API to identify ommuni ation peers, transfer data, and start remote pro esses: AMPIC MyId(),
AMPIC Send(), AMPIC Re v(), AMPIC Spawn(). AMPIC also ontains several
other fun tions that provide ner levels of ontrol. The AMPIC API was dened by inspe ting many available te hnology in the parallel omputing ommunity and onverging towards a ommon denominator. In its urrent version
AMPIC allows appli ations to use the following underlying te hnology transparently: MPI [27℄, PVM [22℄, Globus [20℄, so kets, Se ure Shell, and shared
6

memory. In addition, AMPIC allows appli ations to use a mix of the above
te hnologies simultaneously. AMPIC has been ported and tested on all major
avors of UNIX. In addition, AMPIC has been ported to the Windows operating systems and an use shared memory, so kets, and Se ure Shell on that
platform.
Even though the initial goal for AMPIC was to be an in-house software tool
used only for AMWAT, it qui kly be ame apparent that the AMPIC model
answers the needs of other appli ation developers. This is demonstrated in the
next se tion where we des ribe our software integration e ort.

4

Software Integration

The software generated as part of this work was developed using TOP-C
version 2.4.0, Geant4 version 3.2 (a large simulation library with approximately 1,000,000 lines of C++ ode), AMPIC version 1.2 (middle layer between the Globus toolkit and the target appli ation), and the Globus toolkit.
The TOP-C and AMPIC pa kages are written in C, while Geant4 is written
in C++ using stri t software engineering prin iples.
This work ombined three large software proje ts, whi h had been independently developed, and integrated them into a single binary appli ation apable of running both over the Globus toolkit and over a luster using TCP/IP
so kets. The total e ort to ombine these pa kages was approximately one
man-month, of whi h the majority of the time was spent in understanding
and parallelizing the Geant4 software design. In part, this work demonstrates
the ability to rapidly integrate these disparate software pa kages.
The natural software ar hite ture for this work onsists of the layers depi ted
in Figure 4. The integration of the Geant4 and TOP-C layers, and the integration of the TOP-C and AMPIC layers, were arried out part-time over a
period of three months.
4.1

Integration of Geant4 with TOP-C

Geant4 (GEometry ANd Tra king) [1,2,21℄ is a simulation pa kage for partile showers developed at CERN. It was initially planned primarily to simulate
the parti le showers of a ollider, although it has sin e seen many other uses.
In luding the asso iated toolkits, Geant4 ontains approximately 1,000,000
lines of C++ ode. The Geant4 software was developed by RD44, a worldwide ollaboration of about 100 s ientists parti ipating in more than 10 ol7

Geant4

TOP-C

AMPIC

Globus Toolkit

Fig. 4. Integration of Software Layers

lider experiments in Europe, Russia, Japan, Canada and the United States.
Many spe ialized working groups are responsible for the various domains of
the toolkit. The history of GEANT goes ba k to 1970 and an be followed
through CERN.
An early parallelization of Geant4 using TOP-C was reported on in [3℄. That
work was arried out with the single goal of simulating osmi ray showers over
Geant4. It was arried out without the opportunity for fa e-to-fa e dis ussions
with the Geant4 developers. It is notable as being the rst su essful parallelization of Geant4 suÆ ient to exe ute large simulations. Approximately four
man-weeks of software development were required.
After meetings and dis ussions with the Geant4 team in July, 2001, a se ond, independent parallelization of Geant4 using TOP-C was exe uted. This
time, the goal was to leave unmodi ed the Geant4 kernel library. The total
development time was approximately three weeks. This ode for integration
of TOP-C using this se ond parallelization was then in orporated into the
Geant4 distribution in June, 2002, and is in luded in Geant4 version 4.1.
The hanges were reated by writing a distin t library that depended on the
Geant4 library and from whi h a new, larger Geant4 library was reated. This
involved writing approximately 200 new lines of ode for a new derived lass to
shadow existing virtual fun tions in Geant4, and then writing approximately
250 lines of independent ode needed for marshaling the Geant4 data stru tures. The new derived lass repla ed Geant4's own work queue with a all to
TOP-C routines to manage the work queue.
On e the ombination of Geant4 and TOP-C (ParGeant4) was working orre tly in sequential mode, it was re-linked with the TOP-C distributed memory
library over so kets. Initial experiments were arried out on the CERN luster
of 50 Pentium III CPUs running at 550 MHz. The measured speedup was
approximately 10 times, and it ran in 29 se onds. There were 20,000 TOP-C
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tasks. Hen e ea h task took approximately 72.5 ms (50  29=20; 000 ms).
The measured CPU load on the master pro ess was only 18%. This is an
important issue for TOP-C, sin e it operates in a star topology. It is an
important on rmation of the TOP-C methodology, whi h di tates that all
CPU-intensive operations should be exe uted on worker pro esses via the appli ation allba k routine, DoTask().
The speedup ould have been further improved by running multiple worker
pro esses on ea h pro essor, in order to better overlap ommuni ation and
omputation. Another te hnique is to merge multiple messages for task input.
However, these te hniques were not used in this initial experiment measuring
the raw ommuni ation overhead.
4.2

Integration of TOP-C with AMPIC

Approximately one man-week was devoted to integration of TOP-C with
AMPIC. The primary oding for this phase of the proje t was arried out
by the fourth author, a student. Hen e, the software development was arried
out on weekends and some evenings. The elapsed time from the beginning to
the end of this phase was two weeks.
As often happens in these situations, the integration was also a useful exer ise
to un over a bug in AMPIC. The bug involved AMPIC's use of the Globus
GRAM [15℄ to spawn pro esses on remote resour es. It had not previously
appeared be ause the TOP-C integration stressed AMPIC in a way whi h
would not typi ally be seen in ordinary appli ations.
Initially TOP-C/AMPIC was tested using the AMPIC so kets mode. On e
TOP-C/AMPIC was orre tly running simple TOP-C appli ations over so kets, we then qui kly ported ParGeant4 (Geant4/TOP-C) to run using AMPIC
over so kets. There were no problems experien ed in this phase.
Note that integrating TOP-C with AMPIC provides the following advantage
from the software engineering standpoint: AMPIC provides a leanly separated omponent whi h is in harge of the logisti s of remote pro ess management and inter-pro ess ommuni ation. Note that the AMPIC's fun tionality
is omparable to that of Globus' Nexus [18℄ and GRAM [15℄. As a matter
of fa t, AMPIC an use GRAM as a me hanism and ould potentially support Nexus ommuni ation. The main argument in favor of AMPIC for this
work is its simpli ity, whi h made the software integration straightforward. An
added bene t of integrating TOP-C with AMPIC is that TOP-C now bene ts
from AMPIC developments \for free". This was key in a hieving the use of
Globus servi es and therefore in getting TOP-C to work in Computational
9

Grid environments. But it also allows TOP-C to run using PVM [22℄, using
Se ure Shell to start remote pro esses, using shared memory transparently for
inter-pro ess ommuni ation, or any simultaneous ombination of AMPIC's
supported me hanisms.
The ombined software (Geant4/TOP-C/AMPIC) was tested with the Globus
toolkit using a Globus testbed (see Se tion 5). This step required a half day of
debugging as mis on eptions of the fourth author about the proper invo ation
of AMPIC were qui kly orre ted by the third author (maintainer of AMPIC).
Finally, in tests over our Grid testbed, the Geant4/TOP-C/AMPIC appli ation was tested for the rst time in a situation in whi h there was no shared
le system. An issue ame up be ause the lo ation of the appli ation on the
two grids was given by di erent absolute path names. TOP-C and the Globus
toolkit ea h have di erent me hanisms for spe ifying the dire tory of a remote pro ess. For this experiment, we inserted ode in the appli ation to
dire tly hange dire tories. A future version will in lude some ombination of
the TOP-C and Globus me hanisms.

5

Experimental Results for Validation

The obje tive of this paper is to show that the integration of TOP-C and
AMPIC redu es the software engineering e ort required in parallelizing and
porting master-slave appli ations to the Computational Grid. This has been
demonstrated in the previous se tion. We report on two experiments in order
to further validate our approa h. We used a two site Computational Grid
testbed onsisting of 8 hosts at the University of California, San Diego, and 8
hosts at the University of Tennessee, Knoxville. The testbed was used in nondedi ated mode but was unloaded, and we performed ba k-to-ba k appli ation
runs in order to ensure some degree of reprodu ibility. Ea h host in the testbed
was a single pro essor PIII running Linux and Globus version 1.1.3. All results
presented hereafter are averages over 10 appli ation runs.
5.1

Geant4 runs

We performed a set of runs of the Geant4 appli ation with 2, 4 and 8 hosts
on the UCSD system, and with 16 hosts using all UCSD and UTK resour es.
Experiments were run for a total of 16 Geant4 work units. Thus, there was
a stati , even partitioning of the Geant4 work units was our hoi e for work
allo ation. Note that the testbed is homogeneous, meaning that all ompute
resour es have equivalent omputing speeds. Using a heterogeneous testbed
10

Average

Average

Average

# pro s elapsed time (s) busy time (s) spawn time (s)
2

272.8

267.8

5.0

4

143.7

133.2

10.5

8

87.6

66.6

21.0

33.9

61.6

16
95.5
Table 1
Sample Geant4 runs on the Grid testbed

would require areful work allo ation and load-balan ing, whi h is not in the
s ope of this paper. However, note that it would be simple to integrate any
standard load-balan ing algorithm in our integrated software, due to the highlevel of abstra tions provided by TOP-C.
The results of the Geant4 runs are shown in Table 1. For ea h number of
pro essors the table shows the average elapsed time for the appli ation, the
a tual \busy time", as well as the \spawn time", that is the time to start all
remote pro esses on Grid resour es. The elapsed time is the sum of the busy
time and the spawn time. Note that the busy time in ludes the time spent
in inter-pro ess ommuni ation. In these experiments, standard deviations for
the numbers in Table 1 were below 2 se onds.
One observation is that the busy time de reases nearly linearly as the number
of pro essors in reases. Su h linear speed-up is due to the fa t that in this
Geant4 run ommuni ation was not a bottlene k for the appli ation. A more
interesting observation is that the spawn time dramati ally in reases, be oming lose to a minute when using all 16 hosts. This ost negates the bene t
of using 16 hosts for this Geant4 run as it leads to an performan e de rease
of 9% over using 8 hosts. In traditional parallel appli ations su h degradation
in performan e is generally expe ted given the ommuni ation to omputation ratios. Note that the behavior in this ase is solely due to the overhead
in urred when a essing and a quiring Grid resour es.
The overhead is due to a essing resour es via the Globus Se urity Infrastru ture (GSI) [17℄ and the GRAM [15℄ over the network. We do not a ess Grid
information servi es (su h as the MDS [14℄), but instead a he that information, sin e it rarely hanges. Querying Grid information servi es would further
in rease the observed overhead. These results indi ate that the Grid overhead
should be a ounted for when evaluating possible s hedules for \short-lived"
Grid appli ations.
11
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Fig. 5. Speedup of the master-worker program for the 2, 4, 8, and 16 hosts testbeds
versus omputation time for a work unit.
5.2

Speedup for Varying Computation-Communi ation Ratios

Sin e the Geant4 appli ation had relatively light ommuni ation requirements,
we added a se ond experiment on erned with varying rations of ommuni ation to omputation. We implemented a simple and ustomizable \toy masterworker program" using TOP-C and Ampi . This allowed us to vary message
sizes and work unit omputation times for experimental purposes (e.g. to simulate appli ations other than Geant4). We su essfully ran this program on the
same Grid testbed using a wide range of values for number of tasks, message
sizes, and omputing osts.
We present a set of results in Figure 5. The gure plots the speedup a hieved
by the master-worker program versus the omputation time for one task or
work unit. We show a urve for the same testbed on gurations as des ribed in
Se tion 5.1. We employ a message size of 1 MB, in order to reaten signi ant
ommuni ation overhead. We see that when the testbed spans only one institution, i.e. for 2, 4, and 8 pro essors, the speedup in reases logarithmi ally
with work unit sizes. When the omputation time of the work unit rea hes 16
se onds, ea h test has nearly rea hed its maximum speedup.
For the 16 host testbed, whi h is spanning resour es at UCSD and UTK, we
see that the speedup urve grows almost linearly. This is due to the penalty
of the large initial overhead in urred to start tasks (as also experien ed in our
Geant4 runs), and also to the higher network overhead. On the 16 pro essor
testbed, work unit ompute times must be mu h higher so a hieve speedup
12

values lose to 16. In fa t, there is a slowdown for smaller work units.
From the perspe tive of of parallel omputing, the results of for Se tions 5.1
and 5.2 are to be expe ted, given the nature of the testbed and of the appliation. Nevertheless, this demonstration in varied on gurations is important
as a validation that our software integration orre tly implements a simple,
yet powerful, programming model.

6

Con lusion and Future Work

In this paper we have reported on our software integration e orts of the TOP-C
and AMPIC pa kages for parallelizing and enabling the Geant4 appli ation to
run on a variety of Computational Grid resour es, and in parti ular Globus
resour es. The TOP-C/AMPIC integration appears to hold the potential for
rapidly porting lasses of large sequential appli ations to the Grid. In our
experiments we primarily used the Globus toolkit for spawning remote proesses, after whi h TCP/IP so kets were employed for ommuni ation. Also,
this initial implementation did not use the more advan ed features of TOP-C,
whi h support non-trivial parallelism, high laten y toleran e, he kpointing,
natural load balan ing, soft aborts, dynami reation, and robustness as network onne tions die. These features an be ombined with s heduling and
resour e management strategies in order to promote appli ation performan e.
The main fo us of this paper was on the integration of TOP-C, AMPIC, and
Geant4, and how that integration provides an elegant and easy way to parallelize and port lasses of appli ations to the Grid. Our next fo us for this
work will be on appli ation performan e. We will evaluate adaptive s heduling
te hniques developed in previous work [5,24,26,29℄, demonstrate how TOP-C
provides a good framework for implementing those te hniques, and perform
extensive sets of experiments with a number of appli ations on various Grid
testbeds.
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